


Your invitation for 2012 »
We look forward to seeing you at DOMOTEX next year.
Entries for the 2012 Awards will open in September 2011.
For more information about the competition and how
to enter contact:

Raquel Diaz Downey, Event Co-ordinator
Hali Publications Limited
T +44 20 7578 7215
E raquel.diazdowney@hali.com

Further information atwww.domotex.de/cda_e

The handmade carpet has regained its place as an essential
part of every home, and deservedly so, since classical and
modern designed handknotted carpets create islands

of comfort within a room with their beautiful patterns and colours.
They provide a visual focal point and added texture, a refreshing

contrast to the modern interior. The leading carpet producers express
materials and colours in infinite variety, and their design innovations allow

every conceivable idea to be brought to life. This vitality inspires designers to continue
to innovate.
DOMOTEX 2011 was an impressive demonstration of these trends. Never before

had so many innovative carpets – whether patchwork designs, PopArt-inspired works,
or luxurious carpets with traditional patterns – been seen in Hanover, making
DOMOTEX the must-see event for design enthusiasts from around the world.

This environment is the ideal setting for the Carpet DesignAwards, the floor covering
industry’s most coveted award. The 2011 edition featured 189 rugs from 21 countries, and
the quality was such that it was difficult for the jury of experts to select the winners.After
six months work finally, on January 16, to thunderous applause from a packed auditorium,
the winners were announced.

It is with great pleasure that we, the partners in the awards, present here in detail
the finalists and winners of the Carpet Design Awards 2011, and we congratulate all of
the finalists,who can now enjoy the benefits over the coming year of the mark of quality
granted to them by reaching the CDA final.

We encourage your entries for CDA 2012, which opens in September 2011, and look
forward to welcoming you to theAwards ceremony atDOMOTEX on January 15, 2012.

Foreword

Ben Evans
Editor, HALI and
modern carpets & textiles

Stephan Kühne
Member of the Board,
Deutsche Messe



Chosen by you »

The last category of theAwards is Category 11, unique in
that it is not chosen by the specialist jury but by the visitors to
the Carpet DesignAwards stand at Hanover where they vote

for their favourite rug in display.The votes are counted on the last
day of the fair when the winner is presented with their trophy. For the
2011 prize the runaway winner was Splash-0440 from the Eco
Collection by Jürgen Dahlmanns of Rug Star, shown as the rug
representing Category 10, the Best Innovation, for which it was
also the winner.

Rug Star by Jürgen
Dahlmanns
The Eco Collection

E info@rugstar.com
W www.rugstar.com

As the world’s leading floor covering fair and the premier international
publications on handmade carpets,DOMOTEX andHALI andCOVER
magazines are perfectly matched to offer the most ambitious, compre-

hensive and authoritative competition to decide what are the best rugs being
made today.

The 2011Carpet DesignAwardsweremore open than ever before since
this year entry to the competition was not restricted to those exhibiting at
DOMOTEX but rather anyone in theworld whomakes and designs high quality
handmade rugs.This innovation led to the 2011 CDAs enjoying its largest entry
level to-date with 189 rugs entered from companies in 21 different countries.

It also resulted in probably the most competitive and compre-
hensive awards to date with many of the leading lights of the
industry entering their latest creations. Indeed for the judges,
the initial stage of the judging process became a survey of the
best rugs, and latest trends and innovations.

The Awards, however, would not be the success that they
are today without two key components: our Gold sponsor from
Morocco, LaMaison de l’Artisan and secondly our judges,who
freely give their time and valuable expertise in creating the
shortlist, and then choosing the winners at the fair. Our thanks

to David Sorgato, who after two years as a judge and two as Chairman retires
from the panel this year, along with fellow judges, John Bain and Enric Pastor.
Many thanks to our new judge Ewald Schlögl, and to our new Chairman James
Ffrench. It must be stressed that at no point do the judges knowwho has made
any of the carpets and that the anonymity of the entrants is strictly maintained
throughout the process.

We look forward to welcoming you toDOMOTEX in 2012,14th-17th January,
to see the finalists for the 2012 Carpet Design Awards.

Introduction

The 2011 CDAs
were the most
competitive and
comprehensive
awards to date
with many of the

leading rug
producers entering



Category 1: Best Modern Design Standard

[Finalist]
Banday Carpets
Moss Fresco

E banday@nexlinx.net.pk
W www.bandaycarpets.com

[Finalist]
Zollanvari AG
Dazed Stripes

E zollanvari@zollanvari.ch
W www.zollanvari.com

‘evokes the passion of a bygone
age for a very good price’

The strength of the rugs in this category proves that within the market
good design is available at every level.This is an important factor when
considering the current economic climate and the desire of an ever-

growing number of consumers to buy into the design community. Good design
should be available to all, irrespective of the pricing, and this award honours
those who are able to satisfy this demand. Each finalist has great virtues whether
that is good colouring, strong design or excellent quality for the price level,
showing that this is an increasingly competitive part of the market.The winning
entry displayed all of the above plus had an outstanding sense of elegance.
Chairman, David Sorgato, Milan

‘the quality of knotting on
this rug was exceptional’� Handspun Central

Asian wool, sumakh
weave and hand-
knotted pile,
1.91 x 2.77m
(6’3” x 9’1”), custom
sizes available

� Handspun wool,
natural dyes,
1.90 x 2.12m
(6’3” x 7’)



[Winner]
Chuk Palu Home
Kunduz
‘an elegant rug of the best quality… works well as
a modern rug even though the design is traditional’

24-A Jumeirah Beach Road, Next to NBO Bank, Dubai, UAE
T +971 4 342 24 31 F +971 4 344 15 54
Nomad Rugs, Street 1 Charai Ansari, Kolola Pushta Road, Kabul,Afghanistan
T +93 799 32 86 32 E rmwalizada@gmail.com W www.chukpaluhome.com

� Handspun Ghazni wool
(detail), natural dyes,
0.80 x 3.32m
(2’8” x 10’11”)

This subtle rug is made in
Afghanistan and has a great
sense of balance of design
and colour. Its simple
ancient geometric pattern
has been revisited and
transformed into a truly
contemporary design.



Category 2: Best Modern Design Superior

[Finalist]
The Rug Gallery
Atrium Towers

E info@theruggallery.ie
W www.theruggallery.ie

[Finalist]
Knotisse Fine Weavings
Old Yarn Kilim 3

E info@knotisse.com
W www.knotisse.com

‘a beautiful rug with a
contemporary design and a
nice balance of colour’

‘...a departure into new dimensions…
an engaging design’

� Handtufted wool,
1.50 x 2.40m
(4’11” x 7’11”)

�Wool and cotton,
made from the
unravelled yarns of
vintage Anatolian
kilims from 1930s-
1970s, 2.60 x 3.08m
(8'6" x 10'1")

When looking at the CDA’s winning designs I can’t help but notice that
one of the overriding things that I look for in a rug, consciously or not, is
whether it shows a strong contemporary outlook but with an

understanding of the traditional. Such a rug demonstrates an intelligence since it
is using knowledge gleaned from past, used in the present but is valid for the
future. Quality within the end and side finishes, the weave, the wool, the design
and the colours is ultimately what makes one carpet better than the next, and
knowledge is what guides these elements.The winning carpet was praised for its
balance and restraint in design and colouration,making a very successful and
attractive rug.
James A Ffrench, Beauvais Carpets, NewYork



[Winner]
Knotisse Fine Weavings
Old Yarn Kilim 2
‘a flatweave with an incredible balance of colours,
great textures and a wonderful mix of yarns’

Piyerloti cad., Sinanağa apt. 19/1, 34122 Çemberlitaş, Eminönü, Istanbul,Turkey
T +90 212 458 26 25 F +90 212 458 26 19 E info@knotisse.com W www.knotisse.com

�Wool, hemp and
cotton, made from the
unravelled yarns of
vintage Anatolian kilims
from 1930s-1970s,
3.90 x 5.90m
(12'10" x 19'14")

The restrained palette and
balance of colours in this
flatweave were considered
by the judges to be both
“beautiful” and “perfect”.
The fantastic mix of yarns
sits well against the
shimmering all-over design.



Category 3: Best Modern Design Deluxe

[Finalist]
Floor to Heaven
Woodheart

E info@floortoheaven.com
W www.floortoheaven.com

[Finalist]
Atelier für Textildesign
Beate von Harten
Svenja’s Fields & Meadows

E textil@beatevonharten.at
W www.beatevonharten.at

‘great care has been taken in
the material and colour choice’

‘...the most thoughtful
piece in the entire show’

� 100% wool ground,
100% silk pile with
mohair, vegetable
dyes, 0.91 x 1.74m
(3' x 5'9")

� 100% New Zealand
wool, 2m (6’ 7”)
diameter, available in
all sizes, colours and
shapes

The highest price category demands innovative design and the finest
quality materials, only the best will do.The three shortlisted carpets each
displayed very different but equally valid aspects of quality craftsmanship

through their approach and use of design, colour, andmaterials alongside their
expert technical ability in finishing the rug. Each tells a story – of weaving, of
design, of process – almost like a piece of art,where the process becomes part
of the object. Ultimately the winning rug was chosen for its ‘painting-like’
qualities, a fantastic piece of work, excellent both as a rug and as an artwork.
John Bain, Global Head of Design, Brintons, UK



[Winner]
Floor-Motion by Vartian
Broken Glass
‘with its muted colours, differences in woven textures
and fantastic design this could be sold as a work of art’

Stilwerk – 1.OG, Shop No. 12, Praterstrasse 1, 1020 Vienna,Austria
T +43 1 533 6396 F +43 1 533 6396 10 E info@floor-motion.com W www.floor-motion.com

� 150 knot quality, hand-
knotted in silk, Tibetan
wool and linen, 2.50 x 3m
(8’3” x 9’10”)

The dramatic design of this
rug excited the judges who
thought it was a “fantastic
work with great colour”. The
quality of the wool and
fineness of weave added
another dimension to make
this the winning design.



Category 4: Best Traditional Nomadic Design Superior

[Finalist]
Hanif Sons (Pvt) Ltd
Hum Ahang

E hanifsons@wol.net.pk
W www.hanifsons.com

[Finalist]
Roesner Creation
Mrirt - Maroc

E info@roesner-teppich.de
W www.roesner-teppich.de

‘...an attractive and complex
design without being too busy...’

‘a rug with fantastic
colour combinations’

� Hand-knotted wool,
Middle Atlas, Morocco,
2.46 x 3.47m
(8'1" x 11'5")

� Handspun wool,
natural colours,
1.52 x 2.44m (5' x 8')

Originality is not a quality one would necessarily expect to find within
the traditional nomadic rug categories in the awards. However, I believe
that the shortlisted rugs here had elements of originality within their

design,whilst remaining true to the traditions out of which they come.All these
traditional designs have an understanding of what buyers want in today’s market.
It might be expected that traditional rugs in the lower price category would
lack interesting design elements but this is not the case, and it was heartening
to see such wonderful colour and high quality wool.The winning rug was a
refreshingly different nomadic design that enthused the judging panel with its
beauty and simplicity.
Ewald Schlögl, XXXLutz KG, Austria



[Winner]
Bazar du Sud
Ben Chagra - Beni Ouarain
‘...originality in colour combination, sculpting of the wool and
introduction of contemporary fabric into its weave and design...’

117-14, Souk des Tapis, 40000 Marrakech, Morocco
T +212 524 44 30 04 F +212 524 445 227 E bazardusud@menara.ma

� Handspun wool,
cotton and contemporary
fabric fragments, natural
and chemical dyes,
1.83 x 2.73m (6' x 9')

The quality of the wool
combined with the added
rags attracted the attention
of the voting panel, as it
creates something that is
unique and multi-
dimensional. The great colour
combinations make it an
exciting example of its type.



Category 5: Best Traditional Nomadic Design Deluxe

[Finalist]
Werner Weber
Afshan

E info@wernerweber.com
W www.wernerweber.com

[Finalist]
Chuk Palu Home
Uzbek

E rmwalizada@gmail.com
W www.chukpaluhome.com

‘...the beautiful painterly effect
of the colour combinations...’

‘a perfect carpet for a large scale
interior design project’

� Handspun Ghazni
wool, natural colours,
1.60 x 2.38m
(5’3" x 7’10”)

� Handspun wool,
natural dyes,
2 x 2.18m
(6’7” x 7’2”)

This category offers an interesting challenge since producers need to
consider how they canmake a traditionally designed rug that is more
than just a straightforward facsimile of the original.At the top of the price

range these nomadic designs should offer high quality but also something extra.
The winning rug did all of the above – in addition to being excellent quality it is a
beautiful traditional design with a wonderful contemporary twist. Indeed all of the
rugs in this category had a great understanding of how traditional design can
work within a contemporary market.This can only be achieved when a carpet
producer has a good knowledge of traditional andmodern design as well as a
great eye for detail.
James A Ffrench, Beauvais Carpets, NewYork



[Winner]
Jan Kath Design
Neon
‘chosen for its simplicity and for giving a traditional flatweave
a contemporary twist, making traditional cool’

Friederikastr. 148, 44789 Bochum, Germany
T +49 234 941 2344 F +49 234 941 2390 E info@jan-kath.de W www.jan-kath.com

� Moroccan High
Atlas wool, 2.40 x 2.95m
(7'11" x 9'8")

It is the amazing dual
identity of this high quality
nomadic design rug that
gives it a real edge. The rug
holds its own as a traditional
design but the ingenious
contemporary twist of a
stripe of bright colours and
spots of pile takes the
rug a step away from being
simply nomadic and into
a new realm.



Category 6: Best TraditionalWorkshop/Formal Design

[Finalist]
Woven Legends/Öz-Kent Hali
Baran 5060 S10

E neslihan@wovenlegends.com
W www.wovenlegends.com

[Finalist]
Theo Keller GmbH
Memluk

E info@theko-collection.com
W www.theko-collection.com

‘...a remarkable presentation of
a Shah Abbas design...’

‘...a solid interpretation
of this tradition...’

� Handspun wool,
2.50 x 3m (8’3” x 9’10”)

� Handspun
Argentine wool,
woven in India,
2.92 x 3.17m
(9'7" x 10'5")

Quality is what must underpin all of the rugs in this category since these
weavings are so closely associated with the tradition of fine oriental
carpets.The winner in this section of the competition was considered to

havemade a carpet so good that it now enjoyed the same universal appeal that
all great art does.The subtle textures and colours make this carpet as good an
interpretation of this Safavid design as any of the jury had seen aside from the
originals.
Moderator of the Judging Panel, Ben Evans, Editor of HALI and
COVER, London



[Winner]
Ariana Rugs Inc.
Polonaise 12191
‘This is of exceptional quality and has the
power and the universal appeal of great art’

666 N. Robertson Blvd,West Hollywood, CA 90069, USA
T +1 310 289 8800 F +1 310 289 8808 E arianarugs@sbcglobal.net W www.arianarugs.com

� Handspun wool and
silk, natural dyes,
3.70 x 4.80m
(12'2” x 15'9”)

The harmonious pattern and
colouring of this excellent
rug generated great accord
within the judging panel.
The rug, which has been
exquisitely made and
considered, was described
as having a “global beauty”.



Category 7: Best Old/Antique Carpet

[Finalist]
Bereket Hali
Tulu

E berekethali@superonline.com
W www.berekethali.com

[Finalist]
Langauer Textile Art
Saryk Ensi

E office@langauer.com
W www.langauer.com

‘...a rare, early and important
example of a central Anatolian
tulu...’

‘the deep red is characteristic of
the early examples of this group’

� Saryk Turkmen ensi,
19th century,
1.45 x 1.60m
(4’9” x 5’3”)

� Handspun wool,
natural colours,
central Anatolia, early
19th century, 2.60 x
2.78m (8’6” x 9'2”)

The variety of the pieces offered in this category cover the gamut of tastes
and disciplines in antique rugs: from the utilitarian weaving ofAnatolia
rooted in centuries old weaving traditions, via a fine weavingmade by

nomadic tribes in the desert of CentralAsia used to decorate the traditional yurt
through to a prestige weaving from the famous workshops of Kashan in Iran
executed in the most precious materials available in the 19th century.Although
onemight not expect DOMOTEX to offer such high quality weavings, in fact
each of these rugs were available on stands at the fair, showing that this event is
developing a reputation for being a good source for antique weavings.
Chairman, David Sorgato, Milan



[Winner]
Mollaian Srl
Mohtashem Kashan
‘...this is a perfect example of a fine
Persian weaving. Close to a best of type’

Viale Cavour 113, 44100 Ferrara, Italy
T +39 0532 200 966 F +39 0532 247 608 E info@mollaian.it W www.mollaian.it

� ‘Mohtashem’ Kashan
rug, central Persia,
19th century,
1.35 x 1.95m (4’5” x 6’5")

The name of the master-
weaver Mohtashem is used
a lot as a shorthand to
indicate quality in Kashan
rugs but may not in fact
relate to the weavings
known to have been made
by the famous master-
weaver Hajji Mollah
Mohammad Hassan
Mohtashem or his sons.
This rug however, although
not signed, does show the
hand of the masterweaver
and is a brilliant and rare
example of the work from
this world famous atelier.



Category 8: Best Collection Modern

[Finalist]
Knots Rugs
English Eccentrics Collection

E info@knotsrugs.co.uk
W www.knotsrugs.co.uk

[Finalist]
Jan Kath Design
Erased Updates
Collection

E info@jan-kath.de
W www.jan-kath.com

‘a collection unique in its
execution and inspiration...’

‘...very fun, creative
and absolutely on trend...’

� Tibetan Highland
wool and Chinese silk,
2.50 x 3m (8'3" x 9'10"),
custom sizes available

� Tibetan Highland
wool, nettle and silk,
150 knot quality,
2.50 x 3m
(8’3” x 9’10”), custom
sizes available

How to choose between three excellent collections? Each range had all the
attributes one looks for in a series of high quality contemporary rugs and
each brought its own particular merits to the competition. But one has to

consider that the collection award cannot be given for one brilliant design alone.
The individual rugs and how they interact as a whole design concept are integral
to the coherence of a collection.All three entries worked together as a group and
had strong design elements, so choosing the winner became a question of finding
the most saleable of the collections, that which could be used in many different
scenarios.The winning collection was considered to be very well conceived,
simple yet great.
John Bain, Global Head of Design, Brintons, UK



[Winner]
Kooches
Elemental Collection
‘...well conceived, fresh and modern in appearance
but with good traditional qualities...’

181Westchester Avenue, 4th Floor, Port Chester, NewYork 10573, USA
T +1 914 937 9703 F +1 914 937 9704 E tom@kooches.com W www.kooches.com

� Himalayan wool, hand-
carded with vegetable-
dyes, 2.51 x 3.10m
(8'3" x 10'2")

This collection of rugs,
including this flatweave,
has a fantastic range of
colours with designs that are
both simple yet very well
conceived. The rugs manage
to perfectly combine the
best of contemporary rug
design with the best
traditional elements.



Category 9: Best Collection Traditional

[Finalist]
Kooches
Pamir Collection

E tom@kooches.com
W www.kooches.com

[Finalist]
Zollanvari AG
White Stripes
Collection

E zollanvari@zollanvari.ch
W www.zollanvari.com

‘...of good quality and appeal
to the designer market’

‘...very contemporary, showing the
timelessness of good design...’

� Handspun wool
flatweave, natural dyes,
2.08 x 2.92m (6’10” x 9'7”)

� 100% handspun, hand-
carded and vegetable-
dyed warp and weft
wool, knotted in
asymmetric knot, with
areas of silk or aloe, 2.85
x 3.73m (9'4" x 12'3")

Finding a collection of traditional design rugs that works as a group, both
aesthetically and intellectually, is not as simple as onemight expect. In a
group of rugs weaker designs can often hide amongst the more dramatic

pieces. Collections must work in twoways, both as individual rugs and as an
entire group; this dual function is challenging and that is what makes this
category interesting.The shortlisted collections each had some beautiful
elements that made the voting process hard but enjoyable, they each showed
a sense of timeless design, the perfect ingredient. However, the rugs in the
winning collection had a special quality that worked onmultiple levels,
representing both the old and the new.
Ewald Schlögl, XXXLutz KG, Austria



[Winner]
Jan Kath Design
LMB Kilim Collection
‘a collection with a great joyfulness and simplicity, perfectly
combining the traditional with a contemporary twist’

� Moroccan High Atlas
wool, 2.50 x 3m (8’3” x
9’10”), custom sizes
available

This collection of nomadic
design rugs was warmly
received by the judges
who thought the quality
displayed within the range
of rugs was excellent and
the designs beautiful.
Overall, this collection
manages to combine the old
and the new with expertise.

Friederikastr. 148, 44789 Bochum, Germany
T +49 234 941 2344 F +49 234 941 2390 E info@jan-kath.de W www.jan-kath.com



Category 10: Best Innovation

[Finalist]
Nodus High Design Rugs
Circus by Estudio Campana

E design@ilpiccolo.com
W www.nodusrug.com

[Finalist]
Lama Concept
Cell Led

E info@lamaconcept.nl
W www.lamaconcept.nl

‘shortlisted for its humour…
and its touch of genius’

‘a great application of technology to
felt…an area of great potential...’

� Wool felt with LED
lights, available in 32
colours and any size

� Rag dolls joined to a
hemp background,
handknotted at 100
knots, 2m (6’7”)
diameter. Limited
edition

From the innovation category wewant to learn about the latest ideas in
carpets, and it is always interesting to see what ‘innovation’ means to each
company. From fibre optics and LEDs to innovative uses of wool, new

ways of constructing rugs and the latest developments in materials.As a jury
member one needs to consider each rug individually within its ownmerits –
comparing such variety can be difficult – but wemust keep the same question
in mind:which is the most innovative?The consideration of whether they could
andwould be used within an interior is also very relevant.This year a unique
statement rug, a beautiful felt innovation and a collection with a new concept
went head-to-head but the winner had a story that the judges foundmade
perfect sense.
Enric Pastor, Chief Editor of Architectural Digest Spain



[Winner]
Rug Star by Jürgen Dahlmans
The Eco Collection
‘voted the winner for its innovative use of left-over
weaving material. The future of rugs!’

Mulackstrasse 4, 10119 Berlin, Germany
T +49 30 66 66 83 15 F +49 30 66 66 83 17 E info@rugstar.com W www.rugstar.com

� Replied silk and
Tibetan wool, 2.50 x 3m
(8’3” x 9’10”), custom
sizes available

Made from left-over wool
and silk, this is a rug
collection with a great story,
a unique design process,
greatly appreciated by the
judges. The exciting design
and fantastic colour of this
rug prompted the comment:
“An antique carpet of the
future”.



Presented by Supporters Sponsors

C A R P E T , T E X T I L E & I S L A M I C A R T


